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Operating on three tracks: testing, reducing density, and communication 
 
On testing: what changed the trajectory of incline in China? Amount of testing and investigating. They 
were so aggressive, they ID positive, isolated, then ran down track of people they may have contacted. 
This country, we’ve done 5,000/date. Our capacity no where near where it needs to be.  
 
NYS taking matters into own hand. Going to start contracting with private labs in the State to increase 
capacity. 200 labs in the State. DOH routinely works with about 28 labs which are expert in this kind of 
testing. Where DOH is confident in these labs, we had a call with 28 labs today. Informed them to get up 
and running with testing. FDA still needs to sign off on protocol of these tests, complicating the 
situation, but will greatly increase our testing capacity. Not in a position to rely on CDC or FDA to 
manage protocol 
 
Reducing density: intense cluster in New Rochelle – stop large gatherings. CUNY and SUNY starting 
March 19 will move to a distance learning model. CUNY will help reduce density in NYC. SUNY will 
reduce density in downstate.  
Spoke with business leaders today in NYC. Asked to reduce density through varied work shifts, different 
teams, telecommuting, working from home, social distancing (virtually impossible in NYC). Making a 
decision on St. Patrick’s Day parade later on.  
 
Dr. Fauci strong recommendation is to reduce large gatherings.  
 
If asking people to be quarantined, asking Legislature to pass a bill saying they will be paid by their 
employer who is quarantined. NYS will pay any employee on quarantine.  
 
Public transit: asked to double clean protocol.  
 
Overall number of cases in Westchester (13 new), single most troubling point in state. NYC 48 (12 new), 
Nassau 28 (9 new), Suffolk 6 (5 new), Rockland 6, Saratoga 2, Ulster 1, 212 statewide.  
 
Expect to find that people had coronavirus but never knew. Looking for antibodies produced to fight 
coronavirus – test DOH is working on. NYS/Washington State are #1 and 2 nationally. Washington state 
most deaths due to vulnerable population.  
 
Out of 212, only 32 require hospitalization.  
 
Students sent home? 
Garvey: developing plans with CUNY and SUNY to make sure they can deliver class online. Campuses 
themselves not closed. Goal to reduce mass congregation as much as possible. 
 
What did Fed say when you were going to contract with private labs? 
Cuomo: ongoing conversation from day 1. CDC was a terrible bottleneck. Tremendous pent up demand 
for tests in NY. Voiced our consternation about that.  
 
This not a ban for in-person classes at SUNY? 



Cuomo: Ban is a harsh word. Want to reduce density. SUNY/CUNY campuses will be releasing students 
to the best of their ability starting March 19. Students with hardships, individual campus will take into 
consideration. Classes that must meet onsite are the exceptions. Don’t know about sports teams. 
 
If you are a dorm student, you will be sent home? 
Cuomo: campuses closing for rest of the semester, if you have a hardship, no where to go, that will be 
taken into consideration. 
 
Private sector – what do you imagine those provisions to be? 
Cuomo: 14 day quarantine 
 
Cuomo: most labs do manual testing. No automated protocols available or authorized. We want to 
move to automated protocols. A few labs do have the approval. Some labs have approval for 
semiautomated. None for automated.  
 
When should people be tested? 
Cuomo: protocols are the same as they are. When and if we get additional capacity we can open 
protocol more wide. Same protocol statewide.  
 
Why so difficult to find out how long virus can live on surfaces? 
Cuomo: different opinions from different tests. Some tests, lived 2 days on stainless steel, plastic. Some 
say virus only lives for a couple of answers.  
Zucker: many different environmental impacts.  
 
Visitation policy? 
Zucker: some nursing homes we limited or restricted visiting.  
 
Containment area – using authority through law passed last week? 
Cuomo: everything we’ve done to date is by agreement.  
 
How many more tests will you be able to run? 
Cuomo: 28 labs that do virology that DOH believes are highly qualified, but then need protocols 
approved by FDA. It’s not like the State can just say ok, here’ the protocol, assay. You always get the 
Federal gov’t overlap. That’s why it’s hard to manage from stateside 
Zucker: antibody tests would measure if they were exposed, didn’t know it, and got better. Need to find 
subjects and gather blood samples.  
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